Auditdata Measure

Take your clinical
performance to the next level
Would you like to increase
everyday productivity in
your hearing care clinic?
Our portfolio of audiometry
equipment and the software
that runs it, lets you
standardize, benchmark and
optimize clinical processes.
This translates into higher
clinical performance, better
quality and ultimately happier
customers.

The proven
way to improve
clinical
performance

Whether you’re doing testing and fitting at
your clinic or on the move, you need flexible
and connected solutions that make clinical
data available to other systems. With seamless
integration to Noah and a modular architecture,
Auditdata Measure makes it possible to add the
specific modules you need, e.g. video otoscopy,
REM, speech mapping or others.

Having efficient solutions and processes in
place to test and fit hearing aids is at the core of
any audiology business. This is the prerequisite
for providing services that clients consistently
perceive as good. Auditdata Measure is a
modular, pc-based clinical measurement system
that allows you to manage and optimize your
clinical workflows based on data-driven insights.
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Increase everyday productivity in your clinic

Guide and monitor your
workflows

Make calibration downtime a
thing of the past

Get the bigger and deeper
picture

Streamline your day-to-day clinical
processes with industry-leading workflow
tools enabling you to consistently deliver
high quality service to customers.

With calibration in the plug of the
transducers, it’s a simple case of swapping
them for new ones. This means no clinic
downtime or investment in redundancy.

Auditdata analytics enables you to translate
the insights you gain from your everyday
clinical workflows into decisions that can
improve your business for the future.
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Smarter and faster clinical workflows

Benchmark staff and
locations

Stay compliant wherever
you do business

Take control of your
clinical processes

Our dashboard shows your individual staff
and location performance which can help
you quickly identify and correct issues with
your quality of service.

Hearing health regulations vary widely
across countries. Auditdata Measure can be
customized to keep you compliant wherever
you do business.

Centralized control of standard clinical
protocols and the ability to roll them out
across the entire organization at the
click of a button.
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Building blocks to power your clinical
performance

Seamless integration to Noah and the modular
architecture of Auditdata Measure makes it possible
to add specific modules you need, e.g. video otoscopy,
REM, speech mapping or others.

Primus Pro

Primus Ice

Primus HIT Pro

Primus LS Mini

An advanced portable audiometer
providing everything you need to
deliver best practice hearing care.

A clinical audiometer the size of an
envelope that is ideal for diagnostic
audiometry on the move.

An advanced hearing instrument
test box with outstanding
acoustic properties.

A portable high-end loudspeaker
with optimal REM and RECD
capabilities.

Read more

Read more

Read more

Read more
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Calibration stored in
the transducer plug

Smart calibration service support

Our innovative system stores the
calibration information in the plug.
Which means all you have to do to
get your system calibrated is to plug
in a new set of earphones or probes,
no hassle, no downtime. And your
12-month activation date begins the
day you active the transducer in your
Primus software.

The magic lies in the simplicity. With Auditdata SWAP service we ship calibrated transducers to you
well in advance of the due date of the old ones. You plug in the new transducers, and you are ready
for your next client without any interruption. You return the expired transducers and experience no
downtime at all.

Make calibration downtime a thing of the past

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Keep the overview
With Auditdata Asset Management
cloud service you can keep an
overview of all your transducers
and their calibration status. In the
Asset Management cloud, you can
view and check Transducer type,
serial number, their location and IP
location, latest calibration data and
number of days until calibration.
Keeping track of your transducers
in the Auditdata cloud means that
you can easily plan your calibration
SWAP and be prepared for Audits.

RECEIVE

PACK

RETURN
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The Auditdata experience
More than just great technology
We know that great technology is only part of the solution. You
need services that ensure your success, like rapid onboarding,
implementation and perpetual support that goes far beyond
what’s expected.
That is the Auditdata experience and our promise to you.

Comprehensive
worldwide support

Easy
onboarding

Fully
scalable

We are a global organisation
offering comprehensive worldwide
support, professional services
and training to all our customers.
Immediate support via phone, email
and live chat, 9-5 CET, M-F

Optimize your onboarding
process of staff with an
incredibly easy and userfriendly deployment – it
really can’t be much easier!

Implement to locally, administer centrally and
maintain tight control over your entire business
– even while it grows.
• Global Scalability
• Rapid Deployment
• Minimal IT Maintenance
• Data Protection and Compliance
(ISO 27001:2013 Certification)
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Auditdata by the numbers
Auditdata provides software
solutions and services tailored
to hearing care providers.
Based on data-driven insight,
we help you connect and
understand critical aspects
of your customer journey
and operational performance
allowing you to improve both
customer care and your
bottom line.

Retail audiology clinics
across the world with
+10000 customers
using our software
every day

Locations around
the world, including
Denmark, UK, USA,
Canada, Australia,
and Ukraine

Years of experience
in retails and hospital
audiology software
development and
audiometry. CI
implementations in
UK and Nordic

2,600
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28

50

Employees dedicated
to software
development

100

Employees
world-wide
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What customers are saying
“We are impressed with Auditdata’s effort and
dedication in their work. They understand our
needs and ensure great experience”
Jaume Anglada, Amplifon

“It is really intuitive and simple to use. You have a
great overview of your day, which I’ve never seen
before in other systems”
Trine Frederiksen, Audionova
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Are you ready for a
transformation?
We work hand-in-hand with customers to transform the way they manage and deliver services to people with hearing
loss. With data-driven solutions catering to all touchpoints of the customer journey, we help you take a proactive
approach to achieve excellence in how you deliver patient care and run your audiology business.

Schedule a live demo today

